INTRODUCTION
The field of moduli K of a curve a priori defined over the separable closure K s of K is the smallest field k such that each k-automorphism carries the curve X to an isomorphic copy of itself. The field of moduli need not be a field of definition; this paper is devoted to the obstruction.
If X is of genus 0, then X is isomorphic over K s to pl, which is defined over the prime field Q of K. If X is of genus g = 1, the field of moduli is Q(j), where j is the modular invariant of X, and it is known that for char ~ 2, 3, X is isomorphic over K s to a model defined over Q(j) (see [Si, Chap. III, Proposition 1.4] ). Thus real problems occur for g > 2. We will assume throughout that the order of the automorphism group Aut(X) is relatively prime to the characteristic of K. Our main result (Theorem 3.1) then essentially asserts that the curve X/Aut (X) has a K-model B, called the canonical K-model of X/Aut(X), such that the obstruction to the field of moduli K being a field of definition is the same for the curve X as for the cover X ~ B.
Using [DeDol] , we then obtain that the obstruction to the field of moduli K of a curve X of genus g > 2 being a field of definition "lies" in the second cohomological group H2(K, Z(Aut(X))) with values in the center of the automorphism group of X and for a certain action of the absolute Galois group G(Ks/K) of K on Z(Aut(X)) (Corollary 4.1). The field of moduli K of a curve is then shown to be a field of definition in each of the following situations (Corollary 4.3):
(a) The automorphism group Aut(X) of X has no center and has a complement in the automorphism group of Aut(X).
(b) The field of moduli K is of cohomological dimension _< 1.
(c) The canonical K-model of X/Aut(X) has K-rational points.
A consequence of (b) is that the field of moduli of a curve defined over is the intersection of its fields of definition (Corollary 4.4) .
A classical result due to Coombes and Harbater [CoHa] asserts that Galois covers of B = pl are defined over their field of moduli. This result was generalized in [DeDol] : the same holds if B is an arbitrary smooth projective curve, and the Galois cover f: X --+ B is unramified above an affine subset B* c B satisfying the (Seq/Split) condition of [DeDol] , i.e., such that the exact sequence of algebraic fundamental groups 1 --+ %(B* % Ks) --+ qrl(B* ) ~ G(Ks/K ) --+ 1 splits. Using this result, we obtain that if the (Seq/Split) condition holds for the K-model B of X/Aut(X), then the cover f: X ~ X/Aut(X) and so the original curve X are defined over their field of moduli K. The (Seq/Split) condition is automatically satisfied if the curve has K-rational points. As a consequence we obtain that a curve with a marked point is defined over its field of moduli.
The last part of the paper is devoted to a discussion around the (Seq/Split) condition and the Coombes-Harbater theorem. We use examples of Shimura [Sh] and of Couveignes-Granboulan [CouGr] to produce Galois covers f: X ~ B for which the conclusion of the Coombes-Harbater theorem does not hold, and so affine curves B* for which the (Seq/Split) condition is not satisfied.
FIELD OF MODULI VERSUS FIELD OF DEFINITION
Given a field K, we denote by K s a separable closure of K and by K an algebraic closure of K. Given a Galois extension F/K, its Galois group is denoted by G(F/K).
Let F/K be a Galois extension and X be a smooth projective curve a priori defined over F. Consider the subgroup M(X) of G(F/K) consisting of all of the elements -r ~ G(F/K) such that the curves X and X ~ are isomorphic over F. Then the field of moduli of the curve X relative to the extension F/K is defined to be the fixed field F M(x) of M(X) in F. The field of moduli relative to the extension Ks/K is called the absolute field of moduli (relative to K). 
Therefore there exists 6-~ M(X) such that o--16-~ G(F/Fo). Since X is defined over F o and 6-~ M(X), we have X ~ = X ~ -~ X. Therefore cr is in M(X). The rest of the proof readily follows.
The final observation of Proposition 2.1--the field of moduli relative to the extension F/K m equals Kin--generally allows one to reduce to the situation where the base field K is the field of moduli of the given curve X (by extension of scalars from K to Kin).
More generally, the field of moduli can be defined for other structures (e.g., covers, abelian varieties); the definitions are the same, but the isomorphisms involved should be understood as isomorphisms for the given structure. The structure (or category) should only be assumed to be of finite type; by this we mean a structure for which objects and morphisms can be defined over an extension of finite type of the prime field.
We will mainly work with curves on one hand and covers with fixed K-base on the other hand. Unless otherwise specified, curves are smooth and projective. We refer to [DeDol] for all definitions relative to covers, Galois actions, algebraic fundamental groups, etc. Within the category of covers with fixed K-base BK, the conjugate cover of f: X ~ B by ~r should be understood as the cover ;g~f~: X~ B. In particular, the field of moduli (just as the fields of definition) depends on
Remark 2.2. In this paper, a Galois extension F/K is fixed, objects are a priori defined over F, and the question of concern is the algebraic descent from F to the field of moduli relative to the extension F/K.
There are other notions in the literature of the field of moduli for which the extension F/K is not necessarily algebraic (e.g.,
[Wo]). These several notions of the field of moduli will be considered and unified in a subsequent paper. We will prove that, under suitable assumptions, the main part of the obstruction is algebraic. That is, if the field of moduli is K, then the obstruction to K being a field of definition arises in the algebraic part of the descent, i.e., from K to K. An important step consists of proving that the object can be defined over K. For curves and in the case that F/K is the extension C/Q, a nice proof of that can be found in [Wo] .
FROM CURVES TO COVERS: THE MAIN RESULT
Let F/K be a Gatois extension and X be a smooth projective curve over F of genus g >_ 2 and with K as field of moduli. The group Aut(X) of all automorphisms of X defined over F is finite. Assume that the order of this group is relatively prime to the characteristic of K. Consider then the curve B = X/Aut(X). Basically our main result shows that the obstruction to the field of moduli K being a field of definition is the same for the curve X as for the cover X ~ B. The idea of reducing to covers was suggested to us by D. Harbater.
THEOREM 3.1. Under the assumptions aboue there exists a model B K of the curve B = X/Aut(X) defined over the field of moduli K such that the cover X -* B with K-base B K is of field of moduli equal to K. Furthermore, a field E such that K c E c F is a field of definition of the curve X if and only if it is a field of definition of the cover X ~ B with K-base B K.
Theorem 3.1 asserts in particular that B = X/Aut(X) can be defined over K. This will be part of our argument but was known before (e.g., [Ba] ). Here we show that a certain K-model B x has some further properties. This K-model B K, which is precisely defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1, is intrinsically attached to X. We will call it the canonical model of X/Aut(X) over the field of moduli of X (see Remark 3.2).
Proof. Let o-~ G(F/K).
It is readily checked that the group Aut(X) ~ = { q~ [ q~ ~ Aut(X)} is the automorphism group of X ~ and that X~/Aut(X ~) is canonically isomorphic to (X/Aut(X))¢; merely map each element Aut(X ~) .x¢~ X¢/Aut(X ~) to the element Aut(X) ~. x ~ ~ (X/Aut(X))Z Here we use the notation Aut(X) -x to denote the class of x ~ X modulo the action of Aut(X).
Since K is the field of moduli of X, there exists an isomorphism f~: X ~ X ~ defined over F. This isomorphism induces a map f¢: X/Aut(X)~ X¢/Aut(X ~) that makes the following diagram commute:
Namely, what should be noticed is that, if y ~ Aut(X) • x, i.e., if y = p(x) for some q~ E Aut(X), then f~(y)~ Aut(X ~) .f~(x); we have indeed f,~(y) = f~(qffff)) = (f~ ~fffl)(f~(x)) with f~ q~fl ~ Aut(X~).
The map f~ is an isomorphism defined over F. Indeed, with obvious notation, the inverse of f~ is f~-l, and ~ is by construction defined over F (since f~ is).
Compose f~ with the canonical isomorphism i¢ : X¢/Aut(X ¢) ~ (X/Aut(X)) ¢ to obtain an isomorphism
~: X/Aut(X) ~ (X/Aut(X)) ~
such that ~p = p~f~ (use the identity i~p~ = p~, which follows straightforwardly from the definitions). The map f~ is, in addition, uniquely determined by this relation. It remains to prove that the curve X and the cover X ---, B with K-base B~. have the same fields of definition (between K and F). We will use the following observation. For each cr ~ G(F/K), the isomorphism ~ does not depend on the particular isomorphism f~ between X and X ~.
We next check that the family (f-f,) (r ~ G(F/K))
A field of definition of the cover f: X --* B is automatically a field of definition of X. Conversely, let E be a field of definition of the curve X such that KcEcF.
Thus there exists a E-model X E of X and an isomorphism X: X ~ X E ® EF defined over F. (b) Theorem 3.1 can be generalized to other types of objects in place of curves (e.g., marked curves, covers, etc.). More precisely, the result extends to categories of finite type with the following property: given an object X defined over a field F, the quotient X/Aut(X) is defined and can be endowed with a structure that makes it an object of the category defined over F. We will elaborate on this in a subsequent paper. As an illustration we state the result for the category of covers with fixed base. We will use it in Section 5. Some version of it is already used in [Cou] . We leave the reader to adjust the proof of Theorem 3.1 to the situation of covers.
Let F/K be a Galois extension. Fix a smooth projective K-curve B K and set B = B K ® K F. Let f: X ~ B be a cover over F with K-base B K.
The group Aut(f) of all automorphisms of the cover defined over F is finite. The quotient cover X/Aut(f)~ B is still a cover over F with K-base B K. Remark 4.2. The set 2x may be empty, in which case, of course, the field of moduli is not a field of definition. Condition "A ~ 0" is equivalent to condition (A/Lift) of [DeDol] , which requires that a certain embedding problem for F = G(F/K) has a weak solution. In particular, from Proposition 3.1 of [DeDol] , this condition automatically holds here in each of the following situations:
• The Galois group G(F/K) is a projective profinite group (e.g., F = K s and K is of cohomological dimension _< 1).
• The inner automorphism group Inn(G) of G has a complement in the automorphism group Aut(G) of G.
We obtain the following practical criteria for the field of moduli of a curve to be a field of definition. 
(c) F = K s and the canonical K-model of X/Aut(X) has at least one K-rational point.
In both situations (a) and (b), the set A is nonempty and the group H2(F, Z(Aut(X)), L) of Corollary 4.1 is trivial. Situation (c) is considered more generally below (see Corollary 5.3).
COROLLARY 4.4. Let X be a smooth projective curve over ©. Then the field of moduli of X is the intersection of its fields of definition. In particular, if there is a minimal field of definition, then it necessarily is the field of moduli.
Corollary 4.4 follows from Corollary 4.3 (a) and Artin-Schreier's theorem, which allows us to write every number field as the intersection of fields of cohomological dimension < 1. This argument is due to Coombes and Harbater, who proved the analog of Corollary 4.4 for G-covers in place of curves [CoHa] . The same result for mere covers was proved in [DeDol] .
THE COOMBES-HARBATER THEOREM AND THE (Seq/Split) CONDITION
The following result is proved in [CoHa] . splits is denoted by (Seq/Split) in [DeDol] . Here we will rather use the "prime to p version" (where p = char(K)), denoted by (Seq/Split)', for which fundamental groups % are replaced by their prime to p part ~r~. Clearly we have (Seq/Split)~ (Seq/Split)'. The (Seq/Split)' condition holds in particular in each of the following situations: -F = K s and BK(K)4= ;g. Classically, a section can be obtained from any K-rational base point (possibly a tangential base point) or, in other words, from any embedding of function fields in some field of power series (possibly of Puiseux series).
* G(F/K)
is a projective profinite group (e.g., F = K s and K is of cohomological dimension < 1).
THEOREM 5.2 [DeDol, Corollary 3.4]. Let f: X ~ B be a Galois cover over F with K-base B K and of degree relatively prime to the characteristic of K. Assume that condition (Seq/Split)' holds, with K taken to be the field of moduli of the cover f and D taken to be the reduced ramification divisor D off (which is automatically defined over the field of moduli off). Then the cover f: X ~ B is defined ot,er its field of moduli.
Theorem 5.2 was originally stated with the (Seq/Split) condition (instead of the (Seq/Split)' condition), but with no assumption on the degree of the cover. The proof of the variant given here is completely similar to the original one. Proof. Denote the field of moduli of (X, a) by Km. We apply Theorem 3.1 in its version for marked curves (cf. Remark 3.2(b)). Denote by (Bx,, b) the canonical K-model of (X, a)/Auta(X). The point b is Kin-rational on BtznC Thus condition (Seq/Split)' holds with K taken to be K m and D the reduced ramification divisor of X ~ X/Auta(X). From Theorem 5.2, the cover X -~ X/Auta(X) with Kin-base BK, ° is defined over Km. It follows that (X, a) is defined over Km. The second part of this section has the two goals (a) and (b) below. We will use an example of Shimura and an example of GranboulanCouveignes.
(a) We will show that it is false that Galois covers are defined over their field of moduli in general. That is, condition (Seq/Split)' cannot be removed in Theorem 5.2.
(b) As a consequence, we will obtain some examples of affine curves B~ for which the (Seq/Split) condition does not hold. is an isomorphism between the curve X and the complex conjugate curve X c. Therefore, the complex conjugation c fixes the field of moduli of X.
Using Shimura's Example
On the other hand, he shows that if the curve has no automorphisms other than the two obvious ones Id and i (where i(x, y) = (x, -y)), then the curve cannot have a R-model. Namely, if Aut(X) = {Id, i}, there are only two isomorphisms Xc between X and X c, namely be and bei. It is readily checked that both of them satisfy cX Xc c = i v~ 1 (note that /xcbe = i). Therefore, the Weil's cocycle condition does not hold.
..., ...,a c Taking the coefficients ais such that ao, al, am 1, a~ ....
-1 are algebraically independent over © ensures that there are no nontrivial automorphisms. But the argument below shows that the same can be achieved for "most" choices of the coefficients ais in Q, thus providing examples of hyperelliptic curves defined over Q that are not defined over their field of moduli.
Namely, the subset of hyperelliptic curves with trivial automorphism group {Id, i} is a dense open subset U defined over Q of the moduli space Hg of hyperelliptic curves of genus g. Furthermore, the morphism_ A: /~2m+1 ~ Hg associated with Shimura's equation_ is defined over Q.
Thus the preimage A-I(U) of U is defined over Q and is non-empty as A is surjective (essentially this follows from the fact that every hyperelliptic curve of genus g has an equation ),2 = P(x) with deg(P) < 2g + 2).
Therefore A-I(U) contains Q-rational points. As in Shimura's example, consider a hyperelliptic curve X and a field K (e.g., K = R or K = ©) such that X is defined over K ~ but is not defined over its field of moduli K m (relative to the extension K/K). Denote the canonical Km-model of the curve X/Aut(X) by BKm. From Theorem 3.1, the cover X ~ X/Aut(X) with Kin-base BKm is of field of moduli equal to Km; on the other hand, this Galois cover is not defined over K m (for otherwise X would be). It follows from Theorem 5.2 that the (Seq/Split) condition does not hold with K taken to be K m, F = K and B* taken to Km be the curve BKm with the ramification divisor of the cover X --* X/Aut(X) removed.
Remark 5.6. Z. Wojtkowiak suggested to us that some examples for which condition (Seq/Split) does not hold could also be found by using an (unpublished) result of Sullivan [Su] . Namely, this result is that, for an affine curve X defined over ~, the (Seq/Split) condition for K = ~ and F = C is actually equivalent to X(~) ~ Q3. It follows that if X(R) =g ~, the (Seq/Split) condition does not hold for X over any field of definition K of X contained in ~ (and F = K~). Our approach, however, proves more generally that the conclusion of the Coombes-Harbater theorem does not hold unconditionally.
Using the Cout,eignes-Granboulan Example
Couveignes and Granboulan [CouGr] give an example of a dessin d'enfant called double rabbit with the following properties. The corres__ponding cover X ---> Pa is of field of moduli K c ~ (relative to extension Q/Q) but is not defined over R.
Denote the automorphism group of the double rabbit viewed as a cover by G. It is a group of order 2. Consider the canonical K-model Y/~ ~ P~ of the quotient cover X/G -~ pl (cf. Remark 3.2(b)); from Theorem 3.3, K is still the field of moduli of the cover X ~ X/G with K-base Ytr, and the Galois cover X---> X/G (with K-base YK) is not defined over its field of moduli K (otherwise the initial cover X ~ p l would be).
Denote the reduced ramification locus of this cover by D and the affine curve YK with D removed by Yff. The Galois cover X---> X/G (with K-base YK) is not defined over its field of moduli K. Consequently, the (Seq/Split) condition does not hold with F = K and with B~ taken to be the affine curve Yff.
The cover X ~ X/G is of degree 2 and so can be equivalently viewed as a G-cover~ It is not defined over its field of moduli. Thus this example also shows that in general G-covers with an abelian Galois group are not defined over their field of moduli. It is known they are if, in addition, condition (Seq/Split) holds [DeDol, Corollary 3.4].
LOCAL-GLOBAL RESULTS
In this section we combine techniques of this paper and previous local-global results of [DeDol] and [DeDo2] to prove a local-to-global principle and a global-to-local principle. Proof Suppose that the curve X and all of its automorphisms are defined over each completion K~ of a number field K. Then the field of moduli of X relative to the extension Q/K is necessarily equal to K. With no loss, one may assume that the genus of X is >2. Let B K be the canonical K-model of the cover X ~ X/Aut(X). Regard it as a G-cover; that is, consider the automorphisms of the cover as part of the data (see, e.g., [DeDol] for a formal definition). This G-cover is a priori defined over Q. Furthermore, from the assumptions, this G-cover is defined over all completions K~, of K. It follows then from Theorem 3.8 of [DeDol] that it is necessarily defined over K, except possibly in the special case of Grunwald's theorem. The same conclusion holds afortiori for the curve X. Proof With no loss, one may assume that the genus of X is > 2. Let B K be the canonical K-model of the cover X ~ X/Aut(X). From Theorem 3.1, the cover X --* X/Aut(X) with K-base B x is of field of moduli equal to K. It follows, then, from Theorem 5.1 of [DeDo2] that the cover X --* X/Aut(X) with K-base B x can be defined over all but finitely many completions K v of K. The same conclusion holds a fortiori for the curve X.
The Local-to-Global Principle

The Global-to-Local Principle
FINAL NOTE
The "field of moduli vs. field of definition" question addressed in this paper is classically related to the question of existence of a representing family above a moduli space. Specifically, suppose Y is a moduli space for equivalence classes (Xh) h ~z of curves (possibly with some extra structure); for example, ~ is a modular curve, a Hurwitz space, etc. The question alluded to above is whether there exists a family J parameterized by ~/~ such that, for each h ~ ~, the fiber Yh is a model of the object X h. The family is required to be defined over a given field of definition K of ~ the case K is algebraically closed is referred to as the geometric part of the question and the other more refined case as the arithmetic part.
The special situation for which Y consists of a single point corresponds exactly to the problem considered in this paper. More generally, for each h ~, the field of definition K(h) of h on the moduli space Yis the field of moduli of the object X h corresponding to h (relative to the extension K(h)/K(h)); this is actually the origin of the phrase "field of moduli." Consequently, in the case there is a representing family 9-above oU defined over K, the object X h has a model defined over its field of moduli, namely h"
The situation where the objects are curves X given with a dominant map X--, B, i.e., the situation of covers, is significant; for example, this paper shows how other various situations can be reduced to it. Classically there exist coarse moduli spaces for covers of pa (with fixed monodromy group and with some additional constraints on the ramification); these are the so-called tturwitz spaces constructed by M. Fried. In his original paper [Fr] , he considers the above question and shows that there indeed exists a representing family when the covers parameterized by Z have no nontrivial automorphisms; ~ is then a fine moduli space.
The question is subtler when the objects do have nontrivial automorphisms. There are some first results in [CoHa] . In his paper [Fr, p. 58], Fried also gives some hints about the geometric part of the question in this case. He suggests that the obstruction to the existence of a representing family involves the 2-cohomology of Z with values in the center sheaf of automorphism groups of the covers and that the theory of gerbes introduced by Grothendieck and Giraud is an appropriate tool to tackle that nonabelian cohomological question. In a subsequent paper of ours [DeDoEm] , we develop these ideas to treat the general question, i.e., both geometric and arithmetic parts. We show that in general there is indeed an obstruction to existence of a representing family above a Hurwitz space and construct a gerbe that represents this obstruction. Using some reduction techniques from [DeDol] , the obstruction can then be shown to lie in the abelian cohomological group H2(~rl(Y¢9, Z(G)), where Z(G) denotes the center of the monodromy group of the covers in question. This study of the obstruction provides new results about the existence of Hurwitz families and leads to a concrete formulation of the connection between the two problems discussed here. Namely, the obstruction to the field of moduli of a cover being a field of definition is shown to be a specialization of the obstruction (viewed as a gerbe or a 2-cocycle) to the existence of a representing family above the associated Hurwitz space.
